Easy Brioche Scarf

designed by Lillian May

Wildwood

Multiple shades of undyed pure wool combine in each color of Wildwood. A pleasure to knit with, one thick and thin gently spun ply is wrapped with a thinner second ply for a subtle texture that provides great stitch definition and is a pleasure to work with.

This scarf is a good and easy way to learn Brioche Rib. The extremely soft and squishy fabric created is perfect for a warm and cozy scarf.

Skill Level
Intermediate

Finished Measurements
Approx 8" wide x 72" long

Yarn
MountainTop Wildwood by Classic Elite Yarns
(100% wool; 100 g = 260 yards)
MC – 2 hanks 5278 Seal
CC – 1 hank 5203 Wolf

Needles
Knitting needles in size US 7 (4.5 mm) or size to obtain gauge.

Gauge
15 sts = 4" in Brioche Rib stitch. Take time to save time, check your gauge.

Pattern Stitch
Brioche Rib (even number of sts)
Set up row: *sl1yo, k1; rep from *.
All rows: *sl1yo, brk1; rep from *.

Abbreviations
Approx: approximately
BO: bind off
brk1 (brioche knit 1): knit st tog with yo
CC: contrast color
CO: cast on
cont: continue
k: knit
MC: main color
meas: measure(s)
pc(s): piece(s)
rep(s): repeat(s)
sl1yo: slip 1 st purlwise wyif, yo
st(s): stitch(es)
wyif: with yarn in front
yo: yarn over

Scarf
With CC, CO 30 sts.
Work in Brioche Rib for 6".

Change to MC and cont in Brioche Rib until pc meas 66".

Change to CC and work 6" more.

BO all sts loosely. Weave in ends.
**Big Eyelets Scarf**
designed by Lillian May

---

**Wildwood**

Multiple shades of undyed pure wool combine in each color of Wildwood. A pleasure to knit with, one thick and thin gently spun ply is wrapped with a thinner second ply for a subtle texture that provides great stitch definition and is a pleasure to work with.

A column of giant eyelets traveling down the center of the scarf creates multiple styling possibilities.

---

**Skill Level**
Intermediate

**Finished Measurements**
Approx 7” wide x 52” long

**Yarn**

*MountainTop Wildwood* by Classic Elite Yarns
(100% Wool; 100 g = 262 yards)
1 hank 5206 Falcon

**Needles**

Knitting needles in size US 7 (4.5 mm) or size to obtain gauge.

**Gauge**

17 sts and 22 rows = 4' in Stockinette stitch. *Take time to save time, check your gauge.*
Pattern Stitches

Stockinette Stitch (St st)
Knit on the RS, purl on the WS.

Backward Loop Cast-on Method: *Wrap yarn around left thumb from front to back and secure in palm with other fingers. Insert needle upwards through strand on thumb. Slip loop from thumb onto RH needle, pulling yarn to tighten. Rep from * for desired number of sts.

** Scarf **
CO 30 sts. Work in St st for 2", ending with a WS row.

For each eyelet, the right and left sides are worked separately and joined together at the top of the eyelet.

*Set up row (RS): K14, BO 2 sts knitwise, k rem 14 sts.

Left half:
(WS): Purl until 2 sts rem before BO, p2tog-tbl – 13 sts; turn.  
(RS): K13; turn.  
(WS): Purl until 2 sts rem, p2tog-tbl – 12 sts; turn.  
(RS): K12; turn.  
(WS): Purl until 3 sts rem, pfb, p2 – 13 sts; turn.  
(RS): K13; turn.  
(WS): Purl until 3 sts rem, pfb, p2 – 14 sts; turn.  
(RS): K14; turn.  

Join yarn to rem sts, ready to work a WS row.

Right half:
(WS): P2tog, purl to end – 13 sts; turn.  
(RS): K13; turn.  
(WS): P2tog, purl to end – 12 sts; turn.  
(RS): K12; turn.  
(WS): P1, pfb, purl to end – 13 sts; turn.  
(RS): K13; turn.  
(WS): P1, pfb, purl to end – 14 sts; turn.  
(RS): K14; turn.  
(WS): P14; turn.

Joining row (RS): Knit to opening, CO 2 sts by backward loop method, knit to end – 30 sts.

Work even in St st for 11 rows, beg and end with a WS row.

Rep from * 11 times more.

Work even until St st after last eyelet meas 2".
BO all sts. Weave in ends. Block to measurements.

Abbreviations
approx: approximately
BO: bind off
CO: cast on
dec(‘d): decrease(‘d)
inc(‘d): increase(‘d)
k: knit
meas: measure(s)
p: purl
pfb: Purl into the front and back of same st (1 st inc’d).
p2tog-tbl: Purl 2 sts together through back loops (1 st dec’d).
p2tog: purl 2 sts together (1 st decreased)
rem: remain(ing)
rep(s): repeat(s)
RH: right hand
RS: right side
st(s): stitch(es)
WS: wrong side